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Dreams, Visions and Testimonies of the Last Days 2008-04 testimonies and miracles in my life displaying god s tender love

this is how i met the lord and he baptized me with his spirit after that i was in an impossible situation the lord sent me a

prayer partner with a prophetic gift to help me handle my situation after a year i was fine and he then turned us into a team

to help people who were desperate we prayed together for 18 years god said that we must get a book and pen and write

everything down he sent us wonderful messages i included some of them in here my aim is to glorify god and his greatness

in this book

Testimonies 2023-03-07 the authors life has been radically touched by god given dreams and visions as you read michaels

personal experiences you will be amazed at the revelations the directions and even how god has protected him and his family

by dreams and visions does god still speak to his people by dreams and visions yes as you read these amazing testimonies

faith will rise in your heart for god to speak to you in the same way

God Still Gives Dreams & Visions 2016-06-08 this book was created from true events and real encountered that i

experienced throughout my life over a ten year period from 1994 to 2003 i was inspired by god to share my stories with you

to let you know that you re never alone because god the father jesus the son and the comforter which is holy ghost is with

you god wants you to know that you re not the first person to face your situation and you will not be the last the thing that

hath been it is that which shall be and that which is done is that which shall be done and there is no new thing under the sun

ecclesiastes 1 9 kjv there are many different messages that god will give you from this book each story contains its own

message at the beginning of each story you would think that each one would have a tragic ending but you will see that god



stepped in on time and worked it out for my good god is a good god and knows how to give good gifts to his children he

knows how to protect you from all hurt harm and danger he knows how to bring you peace happiness and unspeakable joy

and once you have finished reading this book you will find that god will be with you through anything and everything that you

may go through only if you ask and allow him i m not sure if you can relate to every message that this book has to offer but i

can honestly say that it will be at least one that really touch your heart because you or someone you know went through

something similar i have been blessed to be able to share these miracles visions signs and dreams with my family friends

and now with the world to god be the glory

A Lifetime Testimony of Miracles, Visions, Signs, and Dreams 2020-12-29 in 2011 the author lived supernatural experiences

about the kingdom of god the message of this book is profound and impactful to the church and to the world showing that the

return of jesus christ is imminent and is closer than you think read an excerpt across the flame could see an impressive and

grand construction also made with what appeared to be crystal stones i approached slowly that giant place until i got close to

her amazing and also gigantic entrance gate impossible not to be impressed it was something that would never pass through

my mind and that was just the beginning as i approached the door opened by itself and saw that the walls and the place of

the floor were like a sea of glass a type of giant mirror the ceiling looked like diamonds that moved like small lightning despite

the beauty of the place it was frightening the people of god will open the eyes and many evangelical leaders fall from their

thrones never before in human history there will be a spiritual move like that will come in the coming years marcelo vaez

author



Visions of Kingdom of God 2015-01-12 this book publicizes truthful disclosures of visions dreams and prophecies which the

author experienced between the years of 1955 and 2014 the purposes of the inscription and publicity of this book are to

share some of the life experiences that the author of this book confronted enjoyed and experienced the contents of this book

communicate facts of visions occurrences testimonies and miracles this book was written with inspiration and compassion

with the help of the lord jesus christ

Actual Exposures of Visions and Purposes 2015-03-16 frank whitehurst an academic expert and veteran law enforcement

professional used a mix of police reporting and academic formatting to meticulously document and present real life

experiences that occurred during a period from 2012 to 2013 the occurrences and revelations are linked the information is of

interest to people of all religious faiths agnostics atheists and people who take no position the terms miracle vision and sign

are defined within the text to set some foundation for reading although some personal assumptions are made the facts are

outlined so that decisions may be made by others based on their own intellect while reading you will be challenged to ponder

what has been seen and assumed as well as what has not been seen and assumed by pondering the information presented

you may have personal revelations and perhaps make your own connections still enlightenment may stem from a spark of

desire to search and seek to self analyze to hone one s focus and to pay closer attention it does not matter if you doubt

believe or disbelieve whether using natural law or supernatural reasons the occurrences will stimulate critical thinking the

information creates a foundation for expanding on personal beliefs and understanding to evaluate and reevaluate perhaps you

will be surprised at what you read or more surprised at what you personally uncover the information presented is unique use



these unique occurrences revelations and connections to read for pleasure self study personal research improved

understanding spirituality defining a personal focus or a challenge to identify new revelations

Signs and Visions - The Seen and Unseen 2014-03-31 this book was created from true events and real encountered that i

experienced throughout my life over a ten year period from 1994 to 2003 i was inspired by god to share my stories with you

to let you know that you re never alone because god the father jesus the son and the comforter which is holy ghost is with

you god wants you to know that you re not the first person to face your situation and you will not be the last the thing that

hath been it is that which shall be and that which is done is that which shall be done and there is no new thing under the sun

ecclesiastes 1 9 kjv there are many different messages that god will give you from this book each story contains its own

message at the beginning of each story you would think that each one would have a tragic ending but you will see that god

stepped in on time and worked it out for my good god is a good god and knows how to give good gifts to his children he

knows how to protect you from all hurt harm and danger he knows how to bring you peace happiness and unspeakable joy

and once you have finished reading this book you will find that god will be with you through anything and everything that you

may go through only if you ask and allow him i m not sure if you can relate to every message that this book has to offer but i

can honestly say that it will be at least one that really touch your heart because you or someone you know went through

something similar i have been blessed to be able to share these miracles visions signs and dreams with my family friends

and now with the world to god be the glory

A Lifetime Testimony of Miracles, Visions, Signs, and Dreams 2020-06-26 the things i ve seen and experienced in the



spiritual realm i m expressing in this book will make a believer of someone i ve seen the spirit of god on other people as they

minister to the people of god i ve experienced the holy spirit myself within me some things i ve seen that i can t tell i thank

god for revealing himself to me in visions signs and wonders and revelation knowledge in my walk with him

The Power of God 2022-03-31 the seventh day adventist prophet ellen gould harmon white 1827 1915 wrote all her letters

and manuscripts by hand these holographs were edited and polished by her secretaries they corrected her grammar and

spelling deleted and substituted words and rearranged sentences the holographs are only available to scholars who receive

permission to see them at adventist church headquarters in silver spring maryland but facsimiles of many of these holographs

have been published in various books and research documents this books explores those holographs and shows what sorts

of historical evidence can only be seen by examining those original documents it also describes the revisions made after the

first publication of some of her writings most notably her first vision her testimonies for the church and her book the great

controversy the historical evidence demonstrates that ellen white s writings are not without errors and discusses the

controversies that arose between those who were correcting her writings and those who claimed she made no errors they

believed her inspired writings should not be changed at all

Visions & Revisions 2019-10-03 living in the light of eternity changes everything god gave laurie a ditto a terrifying firsthand

vision of hell an event she details in her book the hell conspiracy but this vision was followed by an equally overwhelming

experiencea tangible encounter with the glories of heaven through these 15 visions heaven will draw you deep into the heart

of god to experience exhilarating glories encountering heaven is an invitation to see heaven for yourself glimpse gods



kingdom through lauries descriptive and heart stirring visual imagery combined with bible based truth most people limit

heaven to harps pearly gates and golden streets discover the heaven that is wildly possessive and always calling one higher

into the depths of god you will cast off earthly restraints for heavenly equipping function in your heavenly identity walk in favor

with immediate obedience to jesus fulfill your god given purpose every day unveil the mystery of the bridal march believe for

the impossible as you bring heaven to earth dare to take the journey experience a new vision of heaven that will change your

life

Encountering Heaven 2021-05-18 the book transformation through christ captivates the reader in an interesting way here you

will have the opportunity to familiarize yourself with the change of a girl at twenty four years of age as you delve into the

progress of christ s providence in the life of an ordinary girl with an extraordinary god you will receive an appeal and a call

directly from the holy spirit of christ tedy petrova is the girl who grew up in a not so warm family atmosphere and it caused a

rift in her relationship with god in her teens she entered a hard life with heavy moments she took handfuls of everything that

life in the world offers today and inevitably the life of this girl turned into failure years later when she turned twenty one the

love of christ entered her life and turned all her notions about christianity upside down which she knew and had heard of

since her childhood jesus visited her and she developed a strong and close relationship with his holy spirit he gave her the

gift of extraordinary dreams and a little bit later to preach the gospel and to write for his glory from the girl named failure often

pointing fingers she has become the moving glory of the lord bearing the glory of god she ignites more people for christ and

her god led ministry is growing to this day tedy is waiting for the upcoming promises of god in her life and wrote this book to



give people like her the chance and opportunity to realize that there is an exit and salvation for each life situation through

christ reading this book you will understand not only her changed life but also the way god chose to communicate with her all

extraordinary dreams and visions together with some teachings are especially for each one of you enjoy this god inspired

book and choose the reasonable led by the holy spirit you will know what it is all that is gray lightens up and all that is dark

becomes white when jesus the nazarene starts to live in the human heart

God's Visions and Revelations! 2008 amazing testimonies takes you on a roller coaster ride through many different true and

incredible stories of trials to triumph dangers escaped near death experiences angel sightings and protection supernatural

healings dreams and visions coming to pass miracles and much more author trisha mann grant intertwines her own personal

true events with those of others that she personally interviewed to share their testimonies with you once you ve passed a test

of life you now have a great testimony the moment you share that testimony to encourage others it becomes even greater

trisha mann grant

Transformation Through Christ 2024-01-08 seventh day adventism renounced after an experience of twenty eight years by

dudley marvin canright first published in 1889 is a rare manuscript the original residing in one of the great libraries of the

world this book is a reproduction of that original which has been scanned and cleaned by state of the art publishing tools for

better readability and enhanced appreciation restoration editors mission is to bring long out of print manuscripts back to life

some smudges annotations or unclear text may still exist due to permanent damage to the original work we believe the

literary significance of the text justifies offering this reproduction allowing a new generation to appreciate it



Amazing Testimonies 2017-05-30 in america as in britain the victorian era enjoyed a long life stretching from the 1830s to the

1910s it marked the transition from a pre modern to a modern way of life ellen harmon white s life 1827 1915 spanned those

years and then some but the last three months of a single year 1844 served as the pivot for everything else when the lord

failed to return on october 22 as she and other followers of william miller had predicted white did not lose heart fired by a

vision she experienced white played the principal role in transforming a remnant minority of millerites into the sturdy sect that

soon came to be known as the seventh day adventists she and a small group of fellow believers emphasized a saturday

sabbath and an imminent advent today that flourishing denomination posts eighteen million adherents globally and one of the

largest education hospital publishing and missionary outreach programs in the world over the course of her life white

generated 70 000 manuscript pages and letters and produced 40 books that have enjoyed extremely wide circulation she

ranks as one of the most gifted and influential religious leaders in american history and this volume tells her story in a new

and remarkably informative way some of the contributors identify with the adventist tradition some with other christian

denominations and some with no religious tradition at all their essays call for white to be seen as a significant figure in

american religious history and for her to be understood within the context of her times

Seventh-day Adventism Renounced 1888 jonas jonson who was directly involved with the ecumenical movement for forty

years offers in this book an inside perspective on an ever changing global christianity reviewing developments in ecumenism

from the 1960s to the present jonson discusses the decolonization of mission interreligious relations god s preferential option

for the poor and unity in diversity he also maps the global ecumenical landscape and presents the fourth church comprising



charismatic pentecostal and evangelical movements of the twentieth century how did the ecumenical movement respond to

the fall of communism the opening of china and the globalization of financial markets why did so many big churches caught in

the whirlwind of change retreat from their ecumenical commitments in order to promote and protect their own interests jonson

addresses these questions and more in this comprehensive review of global christianity and the ecumenical movement

Seventh-day Adventism Renounced After an Experience of Twenty-eight Years 1889 this is the first volume of testimonies for

the church an influential nine book set of books from the pen of ellen g white nearly 5000 pages in all the entire set contains

letters articles sermons records of visions and instruction regarding the everyday affairs of life specifically targeted at

members of the seventh day adventist church the testimonies found their genesis in 1855 when a question arose about how

best to circulate ellen white s visions after some discussion it was voted that the visions would be distributed in tract form to

the entire body of believers this method of distribution proved so successful that by 1864 mrs white had produced ten

consecutively numbered pamphlets these pamphlets contained general counsel to the church at large they also contained

specific counsel to individuals since ellen white realized that the instruction to one person would help others in similar

circumstances although the earliest pamphlets went out of print in 1883 the church standardized the messages which by then

had grown into many more communications into a nine volume set of spirit of prophecy counsels this set which contains

spiritual commentary of a general nature along with many letters of intimate instruction to members of the church during ellen

white s time has become a staple of adventist literature

Ellen Harmon White 2014-04-11 the book was inspired by my experiences as a christian and i pray it will be a blessing to you



the reader in your walk with the lamb of god our lord jesus christ the book has things like dream experiences and visions

which i had in intense prayer and fasting which have built my faith in god and in the reality of god the supreme being it is

roughly up to date with my most powerful experiences the spirit of god is like living waters which do not get stuck in one

place but rather are new every day also i believe the most longest chapter of my book is chica from heaven major down falls

which i took my time to explain my current life situation and what i have gone through even though i have this amazing gift

above all things reader i motivate you to keep on persevering in everything that is good and just your goals and aspirations

because it eventually gives fruit and brings forth happiness and peace and an abundant life which jesus christ promised we

shall have in his kingdom to him be all the glory and honour forever and ever amen

Wounded Visions 2013-01-07 in praise of historical anthropology is based on a fundamental conviction the study of society

cannot be undertaken without considering the weight of history and separations between disciplines in academics need to be

bridged for the benefit of knowledge anthropology cannot be limited to situating its object in its immediate context rather its

true subject of study is society as a historical problem the book describes the complex attempts to transcend this separation

presenting perspectives methodologies and direct applications for the study of power relations and systems of social

classification paying special attention to the reconstruction of colonial situations following the maxim expounded by john and

jean comaroff this book will help us understand that historical anthropology is not a matter of merging the two disciplines of

anthropology and history but rather considering societies in their historically situated dimension and applying the tools of the

social and human sciences to the analysis in this vein the book reviews the complex attempts to bridge disciplinary



separations and theoretical proposals coming from very different traditions the text consequently opens up hegemonic

perspectives to include other anthropologies

Testimonies for the Church 2011-11-01 in having visions the author presents an objective respectful and faithful translation of

its content accompanied with an historical and scientific context for understanding its insertion into the body of human affairs

in the book of mormon the ancient american prophet mormon presents the history of his people the nephites the intent of the

present book is to present his story as told and its relationship to history as known without altering its essence it should be

noted that exhaustive archeological genetic and linguistic research has been undertaken by both proponents for and

detractors of the existence of the nephites so far no evidence supporting the claim has ever been found for any place person

or event mentioned in the book of mormon while abundant contradictory evidence has been discovered and independently

verified

My Testimony Josephs' Coat 2017-11-07 through the valley of the shadow of death is a dramatic and sustained response to

decades of research into near death experiences ndes the first to credibly bridge the gap between the competing factions of

science and spirituality

In Praise of Historical Anthropology 2020-01-24 100 reasons is a book that will inspire you to believe in miracles in this book

are 100 true stories from everyday people who have experienced the love of god in the form of signs wonders and miracles

every testimony in this book is a sweet reminder that god has never stopped moving on behalf of his people i don t believe

you can read this book without believing for the miracle you have been waiting for too these testimonies are not just



inspirational they are life changing if we believe for something we can do in our own strength it is not a miracle the people

who have shared their testimonies in this book were totally unaware of the events that were about to take place in their lives

they walked into an ordinary day and found themselves in extra ordinary circumstances i believe god wants to do a miracle in

your life too as you read these true stories about everyday people receiving healing protection provision comfort salvation

direction abundance wisdom answered prayer visions deliverance and unexplained miracles believe for yours jesus is a

miracle working god he doesn t stop one day and say that he is done i believe miracles are about to happen as you read this

book i believe you faith will arise and you will call upon the living god believing he is able to do for you what he has done for

so many people throughout time he is about to intervene on your behalf just believe

Michigan Christian Advocate 1897 when the europeans first arrived in america they had a number of preconceptions

prejudices expectations and hopes about what life in the new world would be like this book examines the different visions and

representations of america conveyed in the writings of spanish conquistador Álvar núñez cabeza de vaca and the pilgrim

leader william bradford taking both writers within their respective literary and historical contexts anthologies of american

literature have consistently ignored spanish language achievements on the grounds of a restrictive interpretation of american

literature based on linguistic boundaries consequently spanish language texts such as cabeza de vaca s or the account by

the hidalgo de elvas to name but two examples have been marginalized in the narrative of american literary history in seeking

to redress this neglect galisteo contributes to scholarship which seeks to analyze early america as a whole including not only

anglo american perspectives but also the spanish american aspect of the colonization process



Having Visions 2004 this book is my personal testimony with my life experiences in regards to what addiction can do to a

family or a person individually many people have been affected by addiction and don t know how to deal with the after affects

or the feelings and emotions that come with it this book serves as a ministry tool as well as a guide of how i overcame the

hurts and pains that comes with an addicted loved one it also provides questions that challenges you to look at yourself with

opportunities to journal as you go i pray that the book is a blessing and a helpful tool to everyone who reads it i pray that my

pain will be your gain and that god will be glorified and honored god will give you your promises out of your pain god gave

me a vision and a dream of the life that he called me to have and he can do the same for you

Religion, Spirituality and the Near-Death Experience 2003-12-16 the trauma of hiroshima and nagasaki demonstrates the

limits of dominant visual models such as photography for providing adequate historical memory the author argues that

collective traumas suggest the need for a prolonged gaze such as can be provided by expressive art

VISIONS AND DREAMS 1890 in the tumultuous first decade of the cuban revolution fidel castro and other leaders saturated

the media with altruistic images of themselves in a campaign to win the hearts of cuba s six million citizens in visions of

power in cuba lillian guerra argues that these visual representations explained rapidly occurring events and encouraged

radical change and mutual self sacrifice mass rallies and labor mobilizations of unprecedented scale produced tangible

evidence of what fidel castro called unanimous support for a revolution whose moral power defied u s control yet participation

in state orchestrated spectacles quickly became a requirement for political inclusion in a new cuba that policed most forms of

dissent devoted revolutionaries who resisted disastrous economic policies exposed post 1959 racism and challenged gender



norms set by cuba s one party state increasingly found themselves marginalized silenced or jailed using previously

unexplored sources guerra focuses on the lived experiences of citizens including peasants intellectuals former prostitutes

black activists and filmmakers as they struggled to author their own scripts of revolution by resisting repression defying state

imposed boundaries and working for anti imperial redemption in a truly free cuba

Vision 2004-02 got heaven ever wonder what heaven is really like leave the paperwork the dinner dishes and today s

troubles behind as you venture into the splendor peace and pleasure of god s home sweet home heaven nestle into his love

and the beauty of his kingdom as four everyday people share their heavenly experiences with you many of your questions

about heaven are answered as you journey along with a woman in new york filled with eternal destiny doubt a missionary

couple in china working in an orphanage an 8 year old boy reading his bible in his room one evening a young wife on her

deathbed in a canadian hospital visions of heaven also includes a comprehensive q a section about heaven and hell straight

from the pages of the bible these true real life experiences along with a sound biblical foundation give you strength for each

day rest for your soul joy for your spirit and reassurance that your destination is closer to your heart than you ever hoped or

imagined

Women of Vision 2018-05-04 ann lee is perhaps one of the most remarkable and mystifying women in the history of western

culture few could have imagined that humble beginnings in manchester england would lead to the illiterate daughter of a

blacksmith overcoming personal anguish and increasingly puritanical sentiments in england and rising to become a visionary

religious leader thought by her followers to have been the second incarnation of christ after the deaths of her four children



ann was committed to an insane asylum while committed she received the revelation that she was ann the word the female

embodiment of christ upon her release she assumed leadership of the shaking quakers or shakers a local religious cult

known for erratic fits of divine shaking passionate song and dance speaking in tongues and a belief that the millennium

heralding the end of the world had come escaping persecution she emigrated with a small band of shakers to america in

1774 charges of witchcraft and spying followed lee wherever she went as she began an ambitious mission of conversion

establishing communities across new england in the first serious biography about this spirited captivating leader richard

francis provides the best portrait to date of a heroic indomitable mesmerizing woman sunday telegraph a trail blazer whose

feminizing influence upon christianity was marked progress for women of her time and long after he also demonstrates the

aura and strangeness of the radical shakers during their militant years and in so doing poignantly recreates a remote

prophetic world evening standard bursting with mystery and intrigue

100 Reasons 2012-11-22 this book seeks to envision emerging leaders and also equips existing leaders to step out in bold

kingdom ventures it is a must read for all established visionary leaders and for those who are emerging as aspiring leaders

catherine draws from her own ministry experience in leading global vision and does so in a transparent and straightforward

fashion the topics in the books include how to recognise your season in the lord how to conceive consolidate and build

foundations for vision how to be prepared to carry vision how to implement share and lead vision to completion advice on

partnership vision values balance in leadership investing in team setting goals dealing with enemy opposition and obtaining

counter strategy and much much more this is a wonderfully practical book that melds together godly values with our best



efforts to bring forth kingdom strategy it challenges us to lay a true foundation for realizing vision by nurturing the right heart

attitude with god and our fellow ministry partners then it builds on that solid foundation with straightforward and accessible

principles and guidelines may visions be realized may leaders be developed may god s kingdom come rev wesley zinn

wellspring church
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